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EDITORIAL 
Of all the Eastern European countries Albania is least well k nown. Only a 
f ew people are familiar with the religious situation in that country. The main 
reason is that Albania h as consciously isolated itself f rom the rest of the 
world at about the time when it has made its concentrated attempt to totally 
eradicate all public religious lif e. The evidence points to success in that 
respect, though one may surmise that personal religious belief and remnants of 
personal religious practices still persist. It is not easy to obtain 
well-informed articles on the religious situation in Albania. The article by 
Peter Prifti attempts to assess the current situation in response to the 
·charge by the Orthodox bishops of G reece · that people of G reek Orthodox 
persuasion are persecuted in Albania. Prif ti' s paper is f ollowed by the 
reprint of a study document on Albania prepared f or the Churches' Human Rights 
Programme f or the Implementation of the H elsink i Final Act which took place in 
Bucharest, Romania, October 3 -7, 1 982. 
Prof essor Jaroslav Krejci, a sociologist who left his native Czecho­
slovak ia after the Soviet intervention of 1 968 and who presently teaches at 
the University of Lancaster in England, warns those who get in touch with 
leaders of Eastern European Churches that there are aspects of church lif e, 
for instance in Czechoslovakia, to which many leaders of the churches will not 
officially admit. Those of us who have had extensive experiences at 
confere.nces and meetings in Eastern Europe had f ound that it is the same small 
number of church leaders who attend practically all such· meetings. They tend 
to gloss over the sometimes violent police intervention in the lives of 
believers, · such as described in the document which Dr. K rejci supplied. Thus 
one ought to be mindful that church realities are complex. There are at least 
two, of ten stark ly different sides to church-state relations in Eastern 
Europe. Recently an Eastern Orthodox priest pointed out that both those 
approved as spokespersons f or the church and those decisively suppressed by 
the government are parts of the same church. 
The last paper in this issue is that by a G erman legal scholar, Otto 
Luchterhandt, who investigated the nature of the guarantees of religious 
liberty in Eastern European constitutions. H e  pointed out the real diff erences 
which exist between various countries in terms of the application of Marxist 
principles. These have also resulted in a different legal standing of 
religious practices in various countries. Dr. Luchterhandt' s study sheds a 
great deal of light on the spirit and principles of Eastern European 
legislation by which religious liberties are regulated. 
Paul Mojzes, editor 
